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INTRODUCTION

Introduction
Welcome to the Official Identity of
Donovan Carmichael graphic guidelines.
This tool is designed to help each user
of the brand and subsequent properties utilize them in a consistent, proper
manner.
A brand is more than a company logo... It
is the perception created by the presentation of all things associated with
a company. A cohesive identity is vital
in the creation of a professional, highly
thought-of brand, both with our digital
customers and our service consumers.
Consistency in visual communications
helps strengthen and build the brand for
all audiences.
This is a living document. Changes,
additions, and deletions will be made
as new information becomes avaliable.
Refferring to the Graphic Guidelines for
changes is critical for any new project.
You will be able to tell if changes have
been made by the volume number and
date of the front cover. Please make sure
your vendors receive a PDF of this guide

to sure accuracy and consistency with
work up repaired by outside sources.
Lar ado, viais, aletradasse, giz rafou talo
chapacais, abarrigado ji 529, perno acera
gemelgo, gev. Azedareis to assegurara
poje 823 sol sego mechem alismaceo
cucai geio, os mudai homizia dou ze, la
jacami, alambarara, nata set aparafusar
opo alfabetasses eles conteco chieira
9695 afinfasseis tupi segai couraces cu
zigose.
Guidelines for Authorized Usage
To suggest changes or corrections to
this book, please contact Donovan
Carmichael within the Graphics
Marketing department. Suggestions may
be sent via email to dlcarmichael@gmail.
com.
Authorizations for use of the symbol in
souvenirs, memorbilia must be approved
and follow the guidelines. The symbol
must always relate to or obtain similar

characteristics of the original logo design.
Any unauthorized use of the symbol is a
violation of Federal 0-2345 A9
Graphic Standards
The guidelines set forth in this manual are established to provide a better
understanding to what is expected when
the consumer is exposed to the logo.
The symbol must only be reproduced
within the full terms outlined in the pages and rules set in this manual.
The symbol must be reproduced only
through an original reproduction proof
obtained from The Brand or from the
masters provided in this manual.
The symbol must never be altered in any
circumstance and must always appear
in the configurations provided in this
manual.
No copy or other visual material may
be printed over or superimposed on
the symbol or any other related graphic
material set in this document.

LOGO

The most important and most identifiable visual element
of a brand’s identity is its logo, or brandmark. As one of our
most important assets, the brandmark must always appear as shown on the following page or in one of the color
variations described in these guidelines. Never attempt
to redraw or rescale the brandmark or add other graphic
elements to its presentation.

1.1 Color
1.2 Size Restrictions
1.3 Unacceptable Usage
1.4 Logo with Tagline

LOGO POSITIVE:
WHITE ON BLACK

LOGO POSITIVE:
BLACK ON WHITE

PRIMARY COLOR PALETTE

COLOR PALETTE

01
01
02
03
04

Plum
Black
Cool Grey
Vivid Red

05

Process Black

07

08
#8C7A51
871 C
140 122 81
42 44 74 15

#C0C3C4
428 C
192, 194, 196
0, 0, 0, 28

10

#515153
7540 C
81 81 83
0 0 0 83

#0585C8
3005 C
5 133 200
82 38 0 0

#B6453A
180 C
182 69 58
21 85 82 10

#9BA987
7494 C
225 169 135
42 23 53 1

06
07
08
09

Dodger Blue
Medium Grey
Ash Chestnut
Rust Red

10

Pale Green

Raspberry Pink
Netural Black
Paper
Medium Yellow

15

Process Black

#ED1745
1788 C
102, 36, 107
1, 99, 71, 0

#F7961C
1375 C
247, 150, 28
0, 48, 99, 0

14

15

TERTIRARY COLOR PALETTE
11

11
12
13
14

05

03

#66246B
259 C
102, 36, 107
69, 100, 26, 12

09

04

#231F20
426 C
35, 31, 32
0, 0, 0, 100

SECONDARY COLOR PALETTE
06

02

12
#231F20
426 C
35, 31, 32
0, 0, 0, 100

13
#E25098
212 C
224, 165, 183
5, 84, 3, 0

#F5F3F1
663 C
245, 243, 241
3, 3, 3, 0

#FFE231
107 C
255, 226, 49
0, 8, 89, 0

#068773
569
6, 135, 115
85, 25, 63, 8

4-Color Process
Plum: C=, M=, Y=, K=

PMS Colors
Plum: C=69, M=100, Y=26, K=13

DONOVAN
CARMICHAEL
DONOVAN
CARMICHAEL

Black & White
The 1-color black brandmark is to be used when black is the
only avalible color selection or when the logo appears on a
color background that conflicts with the burple logo mark. This
brandmark must never appear on a website, 4-color brochure,
or any other application where a full-color brandmark is usable.

Dark Background
An all-white brandmark is only acceptable when it appears on a
dark background or a dark photographic background.

LOGO MINIMUM
SPACE
Clear area: 100% of
the x-height around
the entire logo

200% of the x-height
The proper proportional and space
relationships between the word
mark and the brand mark, as well as
between elements of the word mark
are shown below. In addition, adequate
staging (indicated by the light orange
field) should be left around the logo to
separate it from other design elements.

Primary Logo

Brand mark is 800%
of the x-height of
width of logo stem

x8 x6 x4 x2 x-Height

Between the divider of the
brand mark is the same
distance of the x-height
Alternate Logo

DONOVAN
CARMICHAEL
200% of x-height

Clear area: 100% of
the x-height around
the entire logo

LOGO
CONFIGURATIONS

Minimum Size

Screen

Print

160 Pixels or
2.15” Wide

90 Pixels or
1.25” Wide

53 Pixels or
0.75” Wide

GRAPHIC
ELEMENTS

LOGO FEATURES

10

A Arde negas, alembrariam ende emir
camelo agremiadoras benz tum dilosa.
A Min. size: 20 mm | 50 px h
for smaller sizes use B or C

REPRODUCTION ART

D Alternate complex version for vertical
compositions ad eternum.
D Min. size: 33 mm | 110 px h
for smaller sizes use B or C

DONOVAN
CARMICHAEL

DONOVAN

CARMICHAEL

A

DONOVAN
CARMICHAEL

Dono van Carmichael

DONOVAN
CARMICHAEL
B

DONOVAN CCARMICHAEL

DONOVAN
CARMICHAEL

C

UNACCEPTABLE LOGOTYPE USES
Do’s
Always use an offical logo file and never attempt to recreate the logo from
scratch. Give the logo its correct clear
space and always use the correct colors. When resizing the logo, maintain
the proprotions of the orginal.
A

B

C
Don’ts

D

G

E

H

D

A Do not change the font size or the
spacing between charaters.
B Do not apply the outline as is.

F

C Do not distort the logo.(Narrow, wide,
and italic fonts are not allowed.)
D Colors other than those specified in
this guideline are not allowed.
E Do not subsiture for the letter form
alone.
F Do not use shadows with the logo.

I

G Do not apply borders.
H Do not place the logo on an overly
intricate background. (Including those
with patterns, pictures, etc.)
I Do not display other graphical elements around the logo.

IMAGE GUIDELINES

TYPOGRAPHY
Type can be a powerful brand tool when used
carefully and consistently. The typographic palette
is comprised of both serif and sans-serif fonts,
Dosis and Minion Pro. These font families were
chosen for their communicative and contemporary characteristics. For internal word-processed
communications and presentations, such as PowerPoint, Times New Roman may be substituted
for Minion Pro and Helvetica for Dosis. No other
typefaces, no matter how similar they may appear,
may be used for body copy. Headline fonts must
be sensitive to the product category.
3.1 Dosis
3.2 Minion Pro
3.3 Unacceptable Usage

Headline Font

DOSIS BOLD
ALLCAPS

Dosis 35 Regular

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
1234567890!@#$%^&*()?/
Dosis 25 Light

DOSIS BOLD
ALLCAPS

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
1234567890!@#$%^&*()?/

TYPOGRAPHY (CONT.)
Body Copy

ADOBE CASLON PRO

Adobe Caslon Pro 35 Bold

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
1234567890!@#$%^&*()?/
Adobe Caslon Pro 25 Light

ADOBE CASLON PRO

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
1234567890!@#$%^&*()?/

STATIONERY

STATIONERY 2

DONOVAN WEBS
Donovan L. Carmichael
Web Developer •

UX | UI Design

(803)–210–7291
donovancarmichael13@gmail.com

donovanwebs.com

www.linkedin.com/in/dlcarmichael

DONOVAN CARMICHAEL

donovancarmichael13@gmail.com
(803)–210–7291

donovanwebs.com

DONOVAN WEBS
November, 18 2018
Mr. Michael Gregory
Director of Web & Digital Media
J.J. Jameson Corporation
123 King Avenue
Twin Pines, NC 010203
Dear Mr. Gregory,
As we discussed on the phone, I am very pleased to accept the position of Full
Stack Developer with J.J. Jameson Corporation. Thank you again for the
opportunity. I am eager to make a positive contribution to the company and to
work with everyone on the Jameson Corporation team.
As we discussed, my starting salary will be $128,000 and health and life
insurance beneÞts will be provided after 30 days of employment.
I look forward to starting employment on July 1, 2019. If there is any additional
information or paperwork you need prior to then, please let me know.

DONOVAN WEBS

Thank you again,

Thank you again,

Handwritten Signature (hard copy letter)

Handwritten Signature (hard copy letter)

Donovan Carmichael

Donovan Carmichael
DONOVAN CARMICHAEL

donovancarmichael13@gmail.com
(803)–210–7291

DONOVAN CARMICHAEL
donovanwebs.com
donovancarmichael13@gmail.com
(803)–210–7291

donovanwebs.com

DONOVAN WEBS

TEL (803) 210-7291

DONOVANWEBS.COM

ATLANTA, GEORGIA,

DONOVANWEBS@GMAIL.COM

123 YOUR STREET

30269

Reach Me
@ ...

LinkedIn
Instagram
facebook
E-mail

